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Name: Date:

Volcanoes and Earthquakes Spelling Challenge
For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled correctly and 
matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly spelled word in the space by the 
question number.

1.
Molten rock that erupts from volcanoes.
A. lavva   B. lavae   C. laya   D. lava

2.
A vent at the earth's surface through which magma and gases erupt.
A. vulcano   B. volcana   C. volccano   D. volcano

3.
1883 volcanic eruption in southeast Asia that killed 36,000 people.
A. Krakytoa   B. Krakatoae   C. Krakawoa   D. Krakatoa

4.
The process of an oceanic plate colliding with and descending 
underneath a continental plate.

A. sebduction   B. subducvion   C. subduction   D. subducsion

5.
A crack in the earth's surface along which movement takes place.
A. feult   B. folt   C. �ult   D. fault

6.
Molten rock that is found beneath the earth's surface.
A. megme   B. magna   C. magma   D. magmae

7.
Large ocean wave created by undersea earthquakes or volcanic 
eruptions.

A. tsunamie   B. tsunumi   C. tsunami   D. tsunammi

8.
Waves from an earthquake are known as these.
A. seismic waves   B. seismik waves   C. ceismic waves   D. seismic wavet
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